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 • [[Procedural Map]]: This allows for separate lighting components to be applied to the rooms as well as various materials. •
[[Normals]] and [[Compute Vertex Normals]] use [Tess.IO] to import external normals into the scene. This can be either a file
or a URL. To import UV data, use [[UV Map]]. A [Camera] defines the size and position of the camera relative to the spatial

view. It can be freely rotated about the Z axis (the normal to the view). A [Scene] defines the texture to render and control
lighting. A [Light] defines a light source, including a color, intensity, and point of origin. A [Point] is defined by a point with a

position, scale and rotation. A [Morph] controls the look of an object. A [Camera Component] is a camera component with
options to the lighting, camera and sound. A [Group] is an object that has the same name as one or more other objects. Groups

can be used to organize objects into hierarchies and define parent child relationships. • [[]]: This command is used to print
variables and all other data found in objects. It prints the maximum value for a type in a given range. • [[Edit In Display]]: This

is a general command used to show data and variables as a list to aid in editing and troubleshooting. • [[Edit In Graph]]: This
command is used to show data and variables as a list in the [Graph Editor]. • [[Edit In Object]]: This command is used to display
the data and variables found in the [Scene] as a list to aid in editing and troubleshooting. • [[Edit In Panels]]: This command is
used to display data and variables as a list in the [Plugins] panel. • [[Edit In Properties]]: This command is used to display the
properties and properties data for the selected object. • [[Edit In Sequence]]: This command is used to display the properties

and properties data for the selected object in the [Sequence Editor]. • [[Edit In Viewport]]: This command is used to display the
properties and properties data for the selected object in the [Viewport] in order to create a new [Reference Object]. • [[Edit In

Graph]]: This 82157476af
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